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Abstract
Homography estimation is an important step in many
computer vision problems. Recently, deep neural network
methods have shown to be favorable for this problem when
compared to traditional methods. However, these new meth-
ods do not consider dynamic content in input images. They
train neural networks with only image pairs that can be
perfectly aligned using homographies. This paper inves-
tigates and discusses how to design and train a deep neu-
ral network that handles dynamic scenes. We first collect
a large video dataset with dynamic content1. We then de-
velop a multi-scale neural network and show that when
properly trained using our new dataset, this neural network
can already handle dynamic scenes to some extent. To es-
timate a homography of a dynamic scene in a more prin-
cipled way, we need to identify the dynamic content. Since
dynamic content detection and homography estimation are
two tightly coupled tasks, we follow the multi-task learning
principles and augment our multi-scale network such that
it jointly estimates the dynamics masks and homographies.
Our experiments show that our method can robustly esti-
mate homography for challenging scenarios with dynamic
scenes, blur artifacts, or lack of textures.
1. Introduction
A homography models the global geometric transforma-
tion between two images. It not only directly serves as a
motion model for many applications like video stabiliza-
tion [14, 24] and image stitching [31, 33], but also is used
to estimate 3D motion and scene structure in algorithms,
such as SLAM [10] and visual odometry [13].
There are two categories of methods for homography es-
timation [31]. Direct photometric-based approaches search
for an optimal homography that minimizes the alignment
error between two input images. Sparse feature-based ap-
proaches first estimate sparse feature correspondences be-
tween the input images and then compute the homography
∗Work mostly done while Feng and Aseem were at Google Research.
1Dataset: https://github.com/lcmhoang/hmg-dynamics
SIFT+RANSAC [21] DHN [9] Our results
Figure 1. Challenging examples for homography estimation. Each
figure shows one of the two input images. Each white box indi-
cates where the other image in the pair will be warped to in the
first image according to the ground truth homography and each
red box indicates the result using the estimated homography. As
shown in the top row, the lack of texture fails the traditional SIFT
+ RANSAC method while the deep learning methods work well.
The example at the bottom is difficult as the moving person dom-
inates the image. Compared to both the SIFT-based method and
the deep homography estimation method [9] , our dynamics-aware
method can better estimate homography for a dynamic scene.
from them. The direct approaches are robust to images with
large textureless regions but are challenged by large motion.
In contrast, while sparse feature-based approaches are more
robust to large motion, they heavily depend on the quality of
feature correspondences, which are often difficult to obtain
in textureless regions or blurry images.
Recent deep homography estimation methods train a
convolutional neural network to compute a homography be-
tween two images [8, 9, 11, 26]. These deep neural net-
work methods leverage both local and global features and
can often perform better than the traditional methods on
challenging scenarios, such as images lacking texture, as
shown in the first example of Fig. 1. However, how they
handle challenging scenarios such as dynamic scenes has
not been studied, as existing methods focus on image pairs
that can be fully aligned using homographies. In prac-
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tice, dynamic objects are common. Traditional non-deep
learning approaches use a robust estimation algorithm like
RANSAC [12] to exclude them as outliers. We need to em-
power deep learning methods with the capability of being
resistant to dynamic content to make them more practical.
This paper investigates the problem of developing a deep
learning method for homography estimation that is able
to handle dynamic scenes without an iterative process like
RANSAC. We first introduce a multi-scale deep convolu-
tional neural network to handle image pairs with a large
global motion. This network first estimates the homogra-
phy from the low-resolution version of the input image pair
and then progressively refines it at the increasingly higher
resolutions. The architecture of the base neural network at
each stage follows a VGG-style network similar to existing
deep homography estimation methods [9, 26]. Our study
shows that this multi-scale neural network can handle not
only a large global motion, but also dynamic scenes to some
extent when properly trained.
To address the problem of homography estimation of a
dynamic scene in a more principled way, we need to detect
dynamic content and eliminate their effect on homography
estimation. Actually, homography estimation and dynamic
content detection are two tightly coupled tasks. Accord-
ing to the research on multi-task learning, training a neu-
ral network to simultaneously perform these two tasks can
greatly improve its performance for both tasks. Therefore,
we enhance our multi-scale network such that it jointly es-
timates the dynamics mask and homography for an image
pair. To train this network, in addition to the homography
loss, we use an auxiliary loss function that compares the
dynamics mask from the ground-truth dynamics map that is
estimated from the training data. This multi-task learning
training strategy empowers our multi-scale homography es-
timation network to robustly handle dynamic scenes.
As there are no publicly available large number of im-
age pairs or videos of scene dynamics that come with
known ground-truth homographies, we collected 32,385
static video clips from YouTube with a Creative Commons
license. We then applied random homography sequences to
these static clips to produce the training examples. These
examples contain a wide variety of dynamic scenes. As
shown in our experiments, our neural networks trained on
this synthetic dataset generalize well to real-world videos.
This paper contributes to the research on homography
estimation by investigating ways to develop and train deep
neural networks that are robust against dynamic scenes.
First, we build a large video dataset with dynamic scenes for
training deep homography estimation neural networks. Sec-
ond, we develop a multi-scale neural network that can han-
dle large motion and show that by carefully training, it can
already reasonably accommodate dynamic scenes. Third,
we develop a dynamics-aware homography estimation net-
work by integrating a dynamics mask network into our
multi-scale network for simultaneous homography and dy-
namics estimation. Our experiments show that our method
can handle various challenges, such as dynamic scenes,
blurriness, lack of texture, and poor lighting conditions.
2. Related Work
Homography estimation is one of the basic computer vi-
sion problems [16]. According to multi-view geometry the-
ory, two images of a planar scene or taken by a rotational
camera can be related by a 3× 3 homography matrix H:
xˆ = Hx (1)
where xˆ and x are the homogeneous coordinates of two cor-
responding points in the two images. Note, the above equa-
tion is only valid for corresponding points on static objects.
Below we first briefly describe two categories of off-the-
shelf algorithms for homography estimation and then dis-
cuss the recent deep neural network based approaches.
Pixel-based approaches directly search for an optimal
homography matrix that minimizes the alignment error be-
tween two input images. Various error metrics between two
images and parameter searching algorithms, such as hierar-
chical estimation and Fourier alignment, have been devel-
oped to make direct approaches robust and efficient. These
direct methods are robust to images lacking in texture, but
often have difficulty in dealing with large motion. Feature-
based approaches are now popular for homography estima-
tion. They first estimate local feature points using algo-
rithms, such as SIFT [21] and SURF [4], and then match
feature points between two images. For a video, corner
points are often detected and then tracked across two con-
secutive frames for efficiency [29]. Given the set of corre-
sponding feature pairs, an optimal homography matrix can
be obtained by solving a least squares problem based on
Eq. 1. In practice, errors can occur during feature matching
and feature points can come from moving objects. There-
fore, a robust estimation algorithm like RANSAC [12] and
Magsac [3] is often used to remove the outliers. The perfor-
mance of feature-based approaches depends on local feature
detection and matching. For images suffering from blurri-
ness or lacking in texture, they often cannot work well.
Our work is more related to the recent deep learning
approaches to homography estimation. In their seminal
work, DeTone et al. developed VGG-style deep convolu-
tional neural networks for homography estimation. They
showed that a deep neural network can effectively compute
the homography between two images [9]. Nguyen et al.
extended this work by training the neural network using
a photometric loss that measures the pixel error between
a warped input image and the other one. This photomet-
ric loss allows for the unsupervised training of the neural
network without ground-truth homographies [26]. To deal
with the large motion between two images, Nowruzi et al.
Figure 2. Static video samples in our dynamic-scene homography dataset.
developed a hierarchical neural network that iteratively re-
fines homography estimation [11]. Chang et al. designed
a Lucas-Kanade layer that is able to regress the homog-
raphy between two images from their corresponding fea-
ture maps extracted by a shared convolutional neural net-
work [8]. This Lucas-Kanade network can be cascaded to
progressively refine the estimated homography. Zeng et al.
developed a perspective field neural network to model the
pixel-to-pixel bijection between two images and used that
for homography estimation [32]. These deep homography
estimation approaches are shown successful on images of a
static scene; however, they do not consider dynamic scenes.
Our multi-scale neural network extends the multi-stage
approaches discussed above. Compared to Nowruzi et al.
[11], our method starts from low-resolution versions of the
input images and gradually increases the input image sizes,
instead of taking the original input images as input at each
stage. This makes our method more robust to large mo-
tion. Compared to Chang et al. [8], our method pre-aligns
the input images to the next stage using the homography
estimated in the previous stage to minimize the global mo-
tion. This helps the late-stage network to account for the
global motion. More importantly, we further enhance our
multi-scale neural network with a dynamics mask network
to handle dynamic scenes, which was not considered in the
previous neural network-based methods.
3. Homography Dataset of Dynamic Scenes
Existing deep neural networks for homography estima-
tion are trained with image pairs that can be perfectly
aligned. A common approach is to use a subset of the MS-
COCO image set [19], and warp each image using a known
homography to form an image pair [8, 9, 11]. Since we aim
to train a neural network that can handle dynamic scenes,
we cannot produce a dataset in this way.
Ideally, each image pair in our dataset should contain
dynamic scenes with a known homography. To our best
knowledge, there is not such a public homography dataset
that is large enough for training a deep neural network. Our
solution is to first collect a large set of videos capturing dy-
namic scenes while the cameras are held static, and then ap-
ply known homography sequences to them. Specifically, we
downloaded 877 videos with a Creative Commons License
from YouTube. From these videos, we extracted 32, 385
static video clips and then applied a known homography se-
quence to each of them to generate image/video pairs. Fig. 2
shows some sample frames from this video set.
Static video clip detection. Since our goal is to build a reli-
able homography benchmark to train a deep neural network,
it is critical that each image pair in our dataset can be per-
fectly aligned by a homography (except moving objects.)
Thus, instead of using a structure-from-motion method to
estimate and analyze camera motion, we use a more conser-
vative approach aiming for a very high precision rate at the
cost of a low recall rate when identifying static clips.
We observe that if a video clip has camera motion, its
boundary area changes temporally. Also, the central part
of a video clip may change significantly due to the scene
motion if the video is captured by a static camera. Accord-
ingly, for every two consecutive frames, we calculate the
similarity between their boundary areas. Specifically, we
first resize each video frame to 256 × 256. We consider
the outer boundary with a 5-pixel thickness. We subdivide
the boundary area into 32 boundary blocks of size 32 × 5
pixels. If more than 25% of blocks stay the same between
two consecutive frames, we consider that there is no camera
motion between the two frames. We consider a boundary
block unchanged over time if more than 90% of its pixels
only slightly change the color (δc ≤ 6.67). To further re-
move non-static video clips, we estimate optical flows be-
tween frames in each video clip using the PWC-Net algo-
rithm [30]. Since the difference between two consecutive
frames is small, we skip δt = 7 frames to compute the opti-
cal flow. We remove the clips if the areas of moving pixels
in the frames are greater than 65%. Finally, we consider a
video clip static if every two consecutive frames are static.
To avoid the drifting error, we also enforce that the follow-
ing frames in a sequence must also be considered static with
regard to the first frame of the sequence. We extract static
video clips that have a minimum length of 10 frames from
a video using a greedy search method.
We finally manually examine the resulting video clips
to remove those misidentified as static ones. In total, we
obtained 32, 385 static video clips. The average length of
these video clips is 22 frames and the scene motion ranges
from 0-25 pixels. We split the dataset into three portions,
70% for training, 20% for testing and 10% for validation.
Image pair generation. Given a sequence of n frames
{Ii, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} in a video clip, we randomly sample 2
frames Ij and Ik, with 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n, and |j − k| ≤ 5.
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Figure 3. Multi-scale neural network for homography estima-
tion. This network progressively estimates and refines homogra-
phy from coarse to fine.
We then use a similar method to Detone et al. [9] to gener-
ate a pair of image patches, one from Ij and the other from
Ik. Specifically, we first randomly crop an image patch I
p
j
of size 128 × 128 at location [xp, yp] in Ij . We then ran-
domly perturb the coordinates of the four corner points of
Ipj by a value r,−32 ≤ r ≤ 32. We use the four corner
displacements to compute the corresponding homography
H. Then, we apply the inverse of this homography, H−1,
on the other image Ik: Iˆk = H−1(Ik), and then extract the
corresponding patch at the same location [xp, yp] to obtain
image patch Iˆpk . Each training sample contains I
p
j , Iˆ
p
k , and
their corresponding ground-truth homographyH.
4. Homography Estimation Neural Networks
We first introduce a multi-scale deep homography esti-
mation network that handles large motion, and then describe
how we improve it with a dynamics mask network to better
handle dynamic scenes.
4.1. Multi-scale Neural Network
Our neural network takes two gray-scale images of size
128 × 128 as input, and outputs the homography between
them. Following the previous work [9, 11, 26], we use the
displacements of the four image corners to represent the ho-
mography. As reported in previous work [1, 8, 11], progres-
sively estimating and refining a homography with a multi-
stage procedure is helpful to cope with large global motion
between two images. We extend these methods and design
a multi-scale multi-stage neural network to estimate the ho-
mography for a pair of images from coarse to fine.
Fig. 3 illustrates a three-scale version of our multi-scale
homography neural network. Given a pair of images (I1,
I2), we build a pair of image pyramid (Ik1 , I
k
2 ), where k in-
dicates the pyramid level. The down-scaling factor at level
k is 2k. We start from the highest pyramid level (I21 , I
2
2 )
and use the base network Net2 to estimate a homography
Hˆ2. Then, we warp I11 using Hˆ
2 to obtain a pre-aligned im-
age pair (Iˆ11 , I
1
2 ). The homography of the unaligned image
pair (I11 , I
1
2 ) can be computed by cascading Hˆ
2 and Hˆ1.
H1 = Hˆ1S−1Hˆ2S (2)
where H1 is the homography of the unaligned image pair
(I11 , I
1
2 ) and S is a scaling matrix that down-samples an
image by half to account for the different image sizes at
the two scales. We continue by using H1 to pre-align (I01
, I02 ) as input for the subsequent base network and obtain
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Figure 4. Architecture of the base network Net0.
the homography Hˆ0 and compute the homography for the
original image pair in a similar way to Eq. 2.
We use a variation of the neural network introduced by
DeTone et al. [9] as the base network at each stage. Fig. 4
shows the architecture of the base network Net0. It starts
with twelve 3 × 3 fully convolutional layers, each coupled
with Batch Normalization [17] and a Rectified Linear Unit
layer (ReLU). Every two consecutive convolutional layers
are followed by a max pooling layer. These convolutional
layers are followed by an average pooling layer, a dropout
layer and a 1 × 1 convolution layer that outputs a homog-
raphy vector of length 8. The architecture of other base
networks Netk is similar except that each has 2k less con-
volutional layers due to the smaller input image size.
To train this multi-scale neural network, we first calcu-
late the l2 loss between the estimated and ground-truth ho-
mography, each parameterized using a corner displacement
vector. We then compute the total loss at all the scales as
the loss function.
When our multi-scale neural network is trained using the
examples derived from the MS-COCO dataset in a similar
way to previous work [9], it works well with image pairs
with only static background, for which the transformation
can be perfectly modeled by a homography. However, when
it is used to estimate homographies for image pairs with
scene motion, the results are less accurate as reported in
Sec. 5. This is expected as the training examples derived
from the MS-COCO dataset do not contain dynamic scenes.
To further examine the capability of this multi-scale neu-
ral network, we trained another version on our dynamic
dataset described in Sec. 3. We found that training this
multi-scale network on our dataset can improve its capa-
bility in handling dynamic scenes, as found in our experi-
ments (Sec. 5.2). To better handle scene motion, we develop
a mask-augmented network as described in the next section.
4.2. Mask-augmented Deep Neural Network
To better handle dynamic scenes, we need to identify dy-
namic content in the scene. Actually, dynamic content de-
tection and homography estimation are two tightly coupled
tasks. An accurate estimation of homography helps robustly
detect dynamic content while correctly identifying dynamic
content helps with accurate homography estimation. Based
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Figure 5. Mask-augmented Deep Neural Network at level k = 1. The network is augmented with a convolutional decoder that helps predict
areas of dynamic objects to improve the homography prediction.
on the research on multi-task learning, jointly training a
model to perform these two tasks simultaneously can enable
the success of both tasks [7, 28]. Accordingly, we improve
our base homography network so that it estimates both the
dynamics maps and the homography for a pair of images.
To this end, we incorporate a dynamics mask estimator into
our base homography neural network, as shown in the right
of Fig. 5. This new network uses the same architecture as
the previous base network except that we add a sub-neural
network to regress a pair of dynamics maps. We refer to this
new base network as a mask-augmented base network.
We embed this mask-augmented base network into our
multi-scale network in a similar way as before. As shown in
the left of Fig. 5, the mask-augmented base network Netk+1
outputs a pair of dynamics maps (Mk+11 ,M
k+1
2 ) and a ho-
mography Hˆk+1, from which we can compute a cascaded
homography Hk+1 according to Eq. 2. Then, we first up-
sample the pairs of dynamics maps to match the image size
in the next level k and obtain (M¯k1 , M¯
k
2 ). Then we warp M¯
k
1
using the homography Hk+1 and obtain Mˆk1 to match the
warped input image Iˆk1 , and finally concatenate (Mˆ
k
1 , M¯
k
2 )
and (Iˆk1 , I
k
2 ) as input for the new base network at the next
level k. We further improve the performance of this mask-
augmented network by first estimating the mask residuals
(M˜k1 , M˜
k
2 ) and then obtaining the final masks by adding the
residuals to the input upsampled masks (Mˆk1 , M¯
k
2 ).
This mask-augmented homography neural network is
difficult to train as it cannot automatically figure out the
role of the dynamics maps. According to multi-task learn-
ing [7, 28], having an extra supervising signal helps train a
neural network. So we estimate the ground-truth dynamics
maps and use them as the extra supervising signals. Specif-
ically, since each image pair (Ii, Ij) is created from two
frames of a static video, we first estimate the optical flow be-
tween the two video frames using PWC-Net [30] and then
create a ground truth mask by labelling a pixel as 1 if the
flow magnitude is greater than 1 pixel and 0 otherwise. We
then generate a pair of masks (Mi,Mj), one for each image
in the pair, by cropping and warping the ground truth mask
in the same way as we generate the image pair (Ii, Ij).
Now we have two loss functions: a homography loss lf
described in Sec. 4.1 and a dynamics mask-based loss ld.
We calculate ld as a binary cross entropy loss as follows [5].
ld =
−Mg · log(Mp)T − (1−Mg) · log(1−Mp)T
|Mg| (3)
where Mp and Mg are the predicted dynamics mask and
the ground-truth mask, each arranged as a row vector. |Mg|
is the total number of pixels in Mg . We combine the two
losses to train our network: L =
∑
k σf l
k
f + σdl
k
d where l
k
f
and lkd are the homography loss and mask loss at scale k and
σf and σd are weights.
Implementation details. Our neural networks are imple-
mented using TensorFlow. We initialize the weight values
using the Xavier algorithm [15] and the biases with zero.
We use the Adam optimization algorithm to train the neu-
ral networks [18] using an exponentially decaying learning
rate with an initial value of 10−4, a decay step of 105, and
a decay rate of 0.96. The dropout keep probability is set to
0.8. The mini-batch size is 32.
We train the mask-augmented network in three steps.
First, we train it on our dynamic-scene dataset with σf = 1
and σd = 0 for 2 × 106 global iterations so that the net-
work learns to predict homography only with ground-truth
homography labels. We continue training it for another 106
iterations with σf = 1 and σd = 10 so that it learns to
predict both the homography and dynamics masks by lever-
aging the ground-truth masks. Finally, we train it for an-
other 106 iterations with σf = 1 and σd = 0 so that it
learns to leverage the predicted dynamics masks to ulti-
mately boost the performance of homography estimation for
dynamic scenes.
5. Experiments
We evaluate two versions of our method: the multi-
scale homography network (MHN) and the dynam-
ics mask-augmented network (MHNm). We compare
them to both feature matching-based and deep learning-
based methods. The first category of methods use the
SIFT feature or its recent variations followed by a ro-
bust estimation method, including SIFT+RANSAC [21],
SIFT+MAGSAC [3], SIFT+GeoDesc+RANSAC [23],
SIFT+ContextDesc+RANSAC [22], LF-Net [27], and
AFFNET [25]. We also use PWC-Net [30], a state-of-the-
art optical flow method, to estimate dense correspondences
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Figure 6. Evaluation on static scenes.
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Figure 7. Evaluation on dynamic scenes.
between input images and then use RANSAC to estimate
the homography. The deep learning homography estima-
tion methods include CLKN [8], DHN [9], and PFNet [32].
Our experiments use three datasets. The first is derived
from the MS-COCO [19], following the procedure in the re-
cent work [8, 9]. The image size is 128×128 and the image
corners are randomly shifted in the range of [-32, 32] pixels.
Please refer to [8, 9] for more details. The second, named as
VidSets, is the static version of our dynamic-scene dataset
by creating image pairs from a single video frame so that
there is no dynamic content in each image pair. The third
is our dynamic-scene dataset described in Sec. 3, named as
VidSetd. Following [8], we use the mean corner error as the
evaluation metric: ec = 14
∑4
j=1 ||cj − cˆj ||2 where cj and
cˆj are corner j transformed by the estimated homography
and the ground-truth homography, respectively.
5.1. Evaluation on Static Scenes
Existing deep homography estimation methods focus on
pairs of images that can be fully aligned by homography.
We compare our multi-scale network (MHN) with these
methods on both MS-COCO and VidSets. As shown in
Fig. 6, our multi-scale network described in Sec. 4.1 outper-
forms the competitive learning-based methods [9] and [32]
but performs slightly worse than CLKN [8] in the high-
precision region. Moreover, our method outperforms all the
competitive feature matching or flow-based methods. This
is consistent with the reports from the previous work [8, 9]
that deep neural network approaches can often perform bet-
ter than the conventional matching-based methods.
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Figure 8. Effect of training datasets. Our dynamic-scene dataset
VidSetd enables deep homography estimation networks better han-
dle dynamic scenes than its static version VidSets.
5.2. Evaluation on Dynamic Scenes
In this test, we train and test our networks MHN and
MHNm and the other competitive networks, including
DHN [9] and PFNet [32], on our dynamic-scene dataset
VidSetd. Fig. 7 shows that our networks significantly
outperform the existing learning-based approaches and
matching-based approaches in handling dynamic scenes,
even though we train the existing deep learning methods
on our dynamic-scene dataset. In addition, when trained on
VidSetd, our multi-scale network MHN can already handle
dynamic scenes to some extent. On around 80% of exam-
ples, it achieves a good accuracy of ≤1.0 pixel. Our dy-
namics mask augmented network MHNm further improves
its performance, and achieves the same accuracy for more
than 85% of the testing mages. We were not able evaluate
the performance of CLKN [8] on VidSetd since their code
is not available. However, we also expect that our mask
network and our VidSetd can also be married to CLKN to
better handle dynamic scenes.
Effect of training sets. We trained two versions of
each homography network, one on the static version of
our dynamic-scene dataset (VidSets) and the other on our
dynamic-scene dataset (VidSetd). We tested them on the
testing set of VidSetd. As shown in Fig. 8, our dynamic-
scene dataset can greatly improve most of these deep ho-
mography estimation networks in handling dynamic scenes.
Effect of the dynamic area size. To examine how our
methods work on images with a various amount of dynamic
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Figure 9. Effect of the size of dynamic area. Compared to exist-
ing deep homography estimation methods, such as DHN [9] and
PFNet [32], our methods are robust against a large dynamic area.
content, we calculate the dynamic area ratio of each exam-
ple. Then, we create multiple versions of the testing set. For
each set, we select a dynamic area ratio threshold and only
include examples with the dynamic area ratio smaller than
that threshold. We then test our methods on these testing
sets. As reported in Fig. 9, both of our methods, MHN and
MHNm are more stable than the other deep homography
methods when the dynamic area increases.
5.3. Discussions
Scale selection. An important hyper-parameter of our
multi-scale neural network is the number of scales. We
found that when increasing the number of scales from one
to three, our network can be trained significantly faster. As
shown in Fig. 10, it can handle larger global motion. But
when the number of scale goes beyond three, the training
becomes unstable. We attribute this to the very small image
size that is processed by the first base neural network. This
is similar to what Chang et al. reported [8].
Real-world videos. We experimented on videos from the
NUS stabilization benchmark [20]. We estimate the homog-
raphy between two frames that are ten frames apart. Fig. 11
shows several challenging examples with significant scene
motion and lack of texture in the static background. We
visualize each homography estimation result by first using
the homography to warp Frame0 to align with Frame10 and
then creating a red-cyan anaglyph from the warped Frame0
and Frame10. Specifically, we take the red channel from
Frame10 and the cyan channel from the warped Frame0 and
merge these channels into an anaglyph image. Any non-
boundary colorful pixels not on a moving object indicate
misalignment. While our network is trained using synthetic
examples (using ground truth homography estimated from
images having dynamic objects and static background), it
works well with the real videos. Fig. 11 also shows that
our network can accurately identify the dynamic content by
examining the dynamics masks.
Parallax. Although there is no parallax in the static back-
ground in our training set, our network can handle parallax
well for the above real-world examples. Since no homog-
raphy in theory can perfectly account for the parallax in an
image pair, we examine how our network handles it. To
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Figure 10. Effect of the number of scales in our multi-scale ho-
mography estimation network on MS-COCO.
this end, we test our method on examples from optical flow
benchmarks, namely Middlebury [2] and Sintel [6]. In this
test, we use our method to estimate the homography be-
tween two frames, align them using the estimated homog-
raphy, and finally compute optical flow between the two
aligned frames. As shown in Fig. 12 (c), there is little mo-
tion in the background, while the objects that are close to the
camera are not aligned. This suggests that our method finds
a homography that accounts for the motion in an as-large-as
possible area while treating the foreground objects as out-
liers. As also shown in Fig. 12 (d), our method identifies
the foreground object in each example that is far away from
the background plane in the dynamics map. Note, while
the foreground objects do not move, they are outliers for
homography estimation similar to a moving object.
6. Conclusion
This paper studied the problem of estimating homogra-
phy for dynamic scenes. We first collected a large video
dataset of dynamic scenes. We developed a multi-scale,
multi-stage deep neural network that can handle large global
motion and achieve the state-of-the-art homography estima-
tion results when trained and tested on examples derived
from the MS-COCO dataset. We further showed that this
multi-scale network, when trained on our dynamic-scene
dataset, can already handle dynamic scenes to some ex-
tent. We then extended this multi-scale network by jointly
estimating the dynamics masks and homographies. The
dynamics masks enable our method to deal with dynamic
scenes better. Our experiments showed that our deep ho-
mography neural networks can handle challenging scenar-
ios, such as dynamic scenes, blurriness, and lack of texture.
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Frame0 Frame10 SIFT+RANSAC Our Result Dynamics Mask
Figure 11. Real-world video examples from the NUS video stabilization benchmark [20]. We estimate homography for pairs of frames
that are 10 frames apart. Each homography result is visualized using the red-cyan anaglyph that takes its red channel from Frame10 and
the cyan channel from the warped Frame0. Any non-boundary colorful pixels not on a moving object indicate misalignment.
(d) Dynamics Mask(c) Flow after alignment(b) Original optical flow(a) Frame0
Figure 12. Evaluation on parallax. These examples show that after a pair of images are aligned, there is little motion in the background as
shown in (c). This suggests that our method finds a homography that accounts for the motion in an as-large-as-possible area. As shown in
(d), our method treats foreground objects as outliers in the same way as they treat dynamic content.
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